Using

VIDEO

to document

excessive force

during

COVID-19 restrictions on movement

right to record?
Governments can
legally restrict
movement, but orders
and actions must be

NECESSARY &
PROPORTIONATE
The pandemic is
NOT an excuse for
disproportionate
use of force, lack
of transparency,
discrimination
or targeting of
marginalized
communities.

BEFORE YOU FILM

First, learn your country's rules about the right to
record and research how they may be affected
during states of emergency like the pandemic.

assess security

protect
yourself
& others
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Does filming put you (or others) in greater danger?
Does it violate someone's privacy or dignity? Can
the angle you're filming from reveal your location?
Film without showing the faces of those suffering
abuse. Plan to reduce harm; note that audio and
other details could also expose you afterwards.
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Argentina: police detain people
waiting on line to receive food
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Kenya: security forces use
curfew to assault citizens
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DURING FILMING
MAKE YOUR VIDEOS EASIER
TO UNDERSTAND & TRUST
Capture the time, date,
and any references that
can help verify location.

Film the number of officers,
their positions, uniforms,
weapons and vehicles

April 21: videos capture
the extrajudicial killing
of Winston Ragos in
the Philippines, where
100,000+ people have
been arrested for
'violating lockdown'.

NARRATION
Say only basic facts - opinions
or interpretations could affect
your video's credibility.
Say the date, time and location
(or hold up a sign on camera).
Don’t allege anything about the
people you're filming, this could
be used against them.
Try to stay calm and quiet, even
if the police are not - audio could
be really important afterwards.

SHOTLIST
Police badges, weapons, equipment,
vehicle plates, uniforms, barricades.

Film the position of the victim
in relation to the officers. Ragos had
his hands up and back to the police,
yet he was still shot to death.

Hold each shot steady for
10 seconds; film continuously
(without stops); if far, tap object
in the distance to focus

Zooming distorts your
image- avoid! (or lean
camera on solid surface)
Officer tampering
with the crime scene
by removing evidence

Damage to civilian property.
Other cameras (surveillance,
security as well as police filming).
Landmarks, street signs, date, time.
Contrast in policing in rich vs poor
areas: are officers keeping distance?
Wearing masks? Using lethal
weapons?
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AFTER FILMING
IF SHARING...

THINK BEFORE YOU SHARE
Posting your video online could turn you -or
the people/community you filmed- into targets
for retaliation. After it's online, you lose control
of who sees it and how it's shared. So...

°

Waiting for authorities to share
their version of events before
posting your video can often
be a more effective strategy.

°

Beware of metadata that might
get shared with your video, like
location or IP data.

ST
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PAUSE. REASSESS SAFETY,
SECURITY & ETHICS FIRST.

PRESERVE YOUR VIDEO
Save your original file as is- don’t rename, edit or
reformat! Try to have a second copy of the original
file by backing it up in a separate place like an
external hard drive or online cloud.

PRESERVE THE CONTEXT
Write down the date & time created, location, and
a short description and save this text alongside
the video. If you think your video could be legal
evidence one day, this is even more important!

CA
SE

Consult the victim or ask advice of a lawyer,
activist or journalist to devise a strategy.

VIDEO: WHAT
IS METADATA?

°

Use tools like YouTube blur to
protect identities. If risk is high,
distort audio too.

HOW-TO
VIDEO
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